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Erratum
The text of the article “Hypergeometric symbolic calculus I – systems of two symbolic
hypergeometric equations” by A. Debiard and B. Gaveaun, published in the Bulletin des
Sciences Mathematiques 126 (2002) pages 773–829, contains many typographical errors
made by the publisher. The publisher wishes to apologize to the authors and the readers for
these misprints.
Le texte de l’article “Hypergeometric symbolic calculus I – systems of two symbolic
hypergeometric equations” écrit par A. Debiard et B. Gaveau et publié dans le Bulletin
des Sciences Mathematiques 126 (2002) pages 773–829 contient beaucoup d’erreurs
typographiques faites par l’éditeur. L’éditeur présente ses excuses aux auteurs et aux
lecteurs.
Page 774
line 8: replace the by to in “the determine”
line 40: after hypergeometric add function
Page 778
replace with by when, first word of Lemma 3.3
Page 779
replace d by D in formula (3.11)
Page 780
in formula (4.6), delete the first open parenthesis, the last close parenthesis, and the yn
between these two parentheses
Page 781
add 5 in [1,4,6,11] that is, [1,4,5,6,11]
Page 782
in q = ∂f
∂x
replace x by y , in formula (5.2)
Page 784
replace lowercase c by uppercase C in formula (5.10)
replace subscript 1 by 2 and subscript 2 by 3 in dq , in formula (5.11)
Page 785
after curves add (see, e.g., Horn [12])
Page 787
replace j by k in xk ∂∂xj
Page 789
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Page 792
replace α by a in H1f and H2f
Page 797
line 16: add a comma between b2 and n in (b2n)
Page 800
line 6: replace subscript 2 of b by 1
Page 804
line 9: add 1 in (8.1), that is, (8.1.1)
Page 805
line 9: replace define by find
Page 806
in formula (8.2.6), add (a1, n)(b1, n) between (b2 + 1− c,m− n) and ym
Page 809
line 2: after “curves.”, add “We have three solutions.”
Page 810
line 5: add 4x between the comma and y
line 11: replace define by find
replace subscript 2 of f by 1 in formula (9.2.1)
Page 814
line 5: replace of by or
Page 816
lines 10 and 11: add an accolade and the number of the system (C.6)
replace −Xs −X2r by −X(1+ Y )s in the second formula of (C.6)
replace X(1+ 4Y )t by Y (1+ 4Y )t in the second formula of (C.7)
replace (a + b+ a) by (a + b+ 1) in the first formula of (C.9)
Page 817
replace p by q in Yp, in the first formula of (C.11)
replace p by q in Yp, in the first formula of (C.13)
Page 819
replace the subscript a of y with a superscript a in (D.3)
line 24, add with
Page 821
replace y by x , in F(a/2, a+ 1/2, c, y)
Page 826
add a in H7, that is, H7(a, b, c,X,Y ).
